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IoT: Enabling Industry 4.0 Adoption 

▪ Industry 4.0 refers to the integration of the physical and digital 
world through next generation technologies including artificial 
intelligence and machine learning, 5G and edge computing

▪ Various use cases across a multitude of industries and verticals 
with the potential to create significant value at full scale 

‒ Transforms how organizations conduct business by bringing 
real-time data and intelligence to operations

‒ Adopted worldwide and extends far beyond the factory 
setting, encompassing business operations, workforce and 
society 

▪ IoT plays a fundamental role through sensing, processing and 
communication, ushering in Industry 4.0 and enabling digital 
transformation across all industries

‒ The digital transformation and the resulting productivity 
gains has the potential to create $3.7TR of value by 2025

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a core enabler of Industry 4.0, a new era of business characterized by the adoption of 
multiple next generation technologies

Physical Digital

1. Establish a digital record 

Capture information from the 
physical world to create a digital 
record

2. Analyze and visualize  

Machines talk to each other to 
share information, allowing for 
advanced analytics and 
visualizations of real-time data 
from multiple sources

3. Generate movement

Apply algorithms and automation 
to translate decisions and actions 
from the digital world into 
movements in the physical world

1

2

3

Transform Digitally and Capture 
Information

Process Large 
Quantities of Data

Derive Valuable 
Insights

Initiate ROI Influenced 
Action

Realize Successful Business 
Outcomes
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IoT Introduction

▪ IoT describes the network of physical objects – “things" – that are embedded with sensors, software, and other technologies for the purpose of connecting 
and exchanging data with other devices and systems

▪ Applying next generation technologies to data – the most valuable resource in the digital economy – unlocks significant value by transforming business 
processes (e.g., predicative maintenance, better asset utilization and higher productivity) and enabling new business models (e.g., platform-as-a-service)

▪ IoT is a massive emerging sector with use cases across nearly all industries. The total spend this year is expected to total $1.1TR and the number of 
connected devices is expected to increase from 12BN in 2020 to 30BN in 2025

▪ While companies identify IoT as a revolutionizing secular trend, structural issues historically have led only a quarter of all enterprises successfully utilizing the 
technology. However, barriers to adoption are decreasing rapidly. Market adoption is set to become mainstream underpinned by better economics and 
advancement of next-generation technologies 

IoT today only scratches the surface of the value it can unlock across industries and verticals 

Key End-Markets

Transportation Agriculture Buildings Industrial Retail Energy Healthcare Supply Chain Cities 
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IoT By the Numbers
IoT is a massive and growing market given the wide scope of applicability across end-markets 

Source: IoT Analytics
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Current State of IoT

▪ Structural issues mainly attributable to technical 
complexities have historically prevented 
mainstream market adoption – only about 25% of all 
enterprises utilize IoT technologies

▪ There is strong demand – CIOs identify IoT as a top 5 
game changing technology. The path to adopting IoT 
is evolving and will make it easier for enterprises to 
utilize IoT

‒ Cloud service providers (CSPs) have recently 
began investing heavily in IoT infrastructure 

‒ CSPs are addressing key issues such as technical 
integration, interoperability, data portability, 
security, etc. 

▪ As barriers to adoption are overcome, companies 
will increasingly adopt IoT technology and unlock 
significant value 

‒ Succeeding at IoT will require holistic actions: 
linking strategy with digital transformation, 
employing emerging technologies and 
collaborating with the right partners

IoT is an industry-agnostic technology although most end-markets have yet to implement IoT at full scale

The Chasm Mainstream Market

Tech 
Enthusiast

Visionaries

Pragmatists Conservatives

Skeptics

Early Market

Innovators
2.5%

Early    
Adopters

13.5%

Early    
Majority

34%

Late    
Majority

34%

Laggards
16%

IoT today sits at the “chasm” of market adoption but is poised to achieve 
mainstream acceptance

Sources: Gartner, McKinsey
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▪ Market ripe for consolidation: The extensive growth of investments and entrants in IoT has resulted in a deeply fragmented space full of innovative 
solutions, creating opportunity for consolidation 

▪ Both focused and end-to-end solution offer competitive advantages: While certain investors seek platforms that deliver value across the IoT continuum, 
other investors are more interested in a focused solution. In either case, the highest quality innovators that are differentiated receive the most interest

▪ SaaS model prized in the market: Offering IoT SaaS solutions as part of a “full-stack” or focused solution supports healthy valuation levels

Investment Landscape
IoT continually attracts large capital flow as investors are bullish on the Industry 4.0 transformation thesis

Source: PitchBook
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Valuation Overview 
Top-tier IoT companies have garnered healthy valuations from investors placing a premium on high quality assets

Revenue Multiple

Valuation/Revenue

Source: PitchBook
Note: Exhibit illustrates valuation ranges for Late-Stage VC-backed IoT companies across all verticals 
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Top End-Markets: 2020 and Beyond
Significant spending across various industries with outsized growth expectations  

Source: IoT Analytics, Magna Intelligence, Memoori Research 
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IoT will revolutionize the way business is conducted across all industries

Broad End-Market Applicability of IoT

Industrials

Select Verticals:
▪ Advanced 

Manufacturing
▪ Aerospace & Defense
▪ Building Products
▪ Mining  

Energy

Transport Consumer
& Retail 

IoT Applications:
▪ Preventive 

Maintenance
▪ Asset Management 
▪ Remote Monitoring 
▪ Industrial 

Automation

Select Verticals:
▪ Autonomous 

Vehicles
▪ Roads
▪ Railways
▪ Airways
▪ Maritime

IoT Applications:
▪ Telematics
▪ Fleet Management
▪ Safety 

Measurements 
▪ Operations 

Management 

Select Verticals:
▪ Cleantech / 

Renewables
▪ Smart City & Grids 
▪ Utilities 
▪ Oil & Gas 

IoT Applications:
▪ Energy Storage 

Management
▪ Load Management
▪ Real-time Field 

Data
▪ Disaster Prevention 

Select Verticals:
▪ Smart Home
▪ Smart Retail 
▪ Warehouse & Supply 

Chain 
▪ Wearable Tech 
▪ Virtual Reality 

IoT Applications:
▪ Connected 

Appliances 
▪ Drone Delivery
▪ Inventory 

Management 
▪ Security Monitoring 

Cities Other   

Select Verticals:
▪ Infrastructure 
▪ Urban Mobility
▪ Telecommunications
▪ 5G
▪ Connectivity
▪ E-Governance 

Select Industries:
▪ Healthcare
▪ Agriculture
▪ Supply Chain
▪ Transportation
▪ Buildings
▪ Finance 

IoT Applications:
▪ Water Distribution
▪ Crop Yields 
▪ Product Analytics
▪ Automated 

Business Processes
▪ Patient Monitoring   

IoT Applications:
▪ Urban Planning 
▪ Public Safety 
▪ Traffic Control
▪ Smart Parking 
▪ Environmental 

Monitoring  
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The Road Ahead
IoT remains poised to achieve mainstream acceptance – the development of next-generation technologies and 
better economics will usher in a transformative era for IoT accelerating adoption and creating opportunities

Advances In AI & AR
AI lets organizations extract more from the data they capture and do things 
today that they could not do yesterday. AR visually integrates data and 
physical environments. 

Blockchain
Blockchain can enhance trust in IoT applications that involve multiple parties. In a 
supply chain, for instance, manufacturers, transporters, and retailers need reliable 
track-and-trace data. Blockchain’s shared, distributed ledgers create a single 
version of the truth that is accessible by all.

Edge Computing
Performing data processing and analysis closer to the devices –
instead of at a central location – enables faster insights, 

responses, and decisions.

Better Economics
Many of IoT’s ingredients – sensors, bandwidth, processing power, and 
cloud storage – are dropping in price or delivering more bang for the buck.

Improved Connectivity
While 5G’s most novel features (such as ultra-low latency, 
which reduces delays in transmitting data) are still a bit down 
the road, solutions can already benefit from faster speeds.

Source: BCG
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Primary 
Manufacturing

Industrial 
Production

Retail & 
Wholesale

Transportation 
and Logistics 

Utilities & 
Telecom

Media & 
Entertainment

Healthcare CPG & Pharma
Chemicals, Oil 

& Gas
Financial 
Services

Gov. & Edu.

Facility Management

Energy Management

Security and Surveillance

Supply Chain Management Cool

Inventory & Warehouse Mgmt Warm

Predictive Maintenance Hot

Asset Performance Mgmt

Fleet Management 

Environmental Monitoring

Self-optimizing Production

Cold Chain Monitoring

Select Themes of IoT

▪ Use cases include preventive maintenance, remote monitoring, industrial automation and asset management in manufacturing; fleet management in 
transportation; security and surveillance applications in government; and inventory and warehouse management applications in retail.

▪ IoT will have a very large number of use cases, many of which we cannot even imagine today. The technological advancement in sensing, processing, 
communicating and analyzing combined with a real-time data feedback loop is a revolutionizing paradigm with adoption likely to be very substantial 
underpinned by better economics. 

Several traditional use cases for IoT exist; The potential use cases across industries is significantly more broad-
based with the advancement of technologies and market adoption  

IoT Use Case Heat Map 

Source: Forrester
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➢ Create safer cities, homes, and businesses by enabling 
organizations to securely and remotely monitor facilities and public 
spaces in real-time

➢ Future security surveillance combines three game-changing 
technologies enabled by IoT: computer vision, automation and 
deep-learning

➢ Real-time processing of data enables forecasts which allow for needs-
based maintenance and consequently reduce downtimes

➢ Provides the most precise advance maintenance planning and avoids 
unexpected breakdowns

➢ Tracking physical assets in the field or as they move throughout the 
supply chain to monitor operations, improve efficiencies and 
prevent loss

➢ Geofencing allows asset tracking within a geographic area and 
enables use cases in a variety of different industries including 
agriculture, construction, mining, transportation, logistics and rail

➢ Previously non-connected assets equipped with positioning and 
communication technologies and integrated into a network

➢ Enabling networks to communicate and exchange data, allowing 
analysis and actionable insights 

➢ Encompasses the capabilities of data capture, integration, visualization 
and analytics tied together for the explicit purpose of improving the 
reliability and availability of physical assets

➢ Proven approach to reduce unplanned downtime, decrease    
maintenance costs, and reduce environmental and safety risks

➢ Improve energy efficiency through actionable data from smart 
sensors and meters monitoring, lighting, HVAC and fire systems

➢ Ensure occupant satisfaction by tying lighting and HVAC systems to 
use patterns

➢ Improve operational efficiency through automation

Cascadia's IoT Thesis

Smart Objects Asset Tracking

Asset Performance 
Monitoring & 
Management

Asset Predictive 
Maintenance

Smart Home / 
Smart Building

Security & 
Surveillance 
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Our Firm

• Cascadia is the investment bank of choice for entrepreneurs 
and family-owned companies

• Decades of investment banking and operational expertise

• Deep capital markets expertise

60
18
400

INDUSTRY
EXPERTISE

RESULTS
FOCUS

DEAL
VOLUME

Managing Directors 

Transactions completed, 
with more than $14 billion in 
aggregate value

Investment banking 
professionals

Founded in 1999
Cascadia has a successful 20 year history

Leading diversified investment bank Experienced team with successful track record

Headquartered in Seattle, with 
offices in Los Angeles, Minneapolis 
and New York

• M&A, private placements, advisory services

• Specialized in-depth expertise across multiple industry verticals

• Representing clients in the US and globally, including Europe, 
Asia and Australia
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Providing a Full Suite of Banking Services

MERGERS & 

ACQUISITIONS

We have completed hundreds of M&A transactions ranging in size from 
$20-$500 million. Our thorough and disciplined process, in combination 
with our deep industry expertise, has resulted in a proven track record of 
delivering successful outcomes for our clients.

CORPORATE 

FINANCE

We have extensive experience placing equity and debt capital ranging 
from $10-$250 million. We leverage our deep relationships with 
institutional investors; including private equity, growth equity, venture 
capital, family office, mezzanine and venture debt, hedge funds and 
BDCs. 

STRATEGIC 

ADVISORY 

SERVICES

We provide our clients with analytical data and insights to facilitate strategic 
decision-making. We advise our clients on how to maximize shareholder 
value and then provide support for transaction implementation.

PRIVATE 

CAPITAL

We listen carefully to business owners and managers and then work closely 
with them to custom design long-term and flexible capital solutions. Our 
approach resonates particularly well with family-owned and closely-held 
companies.

E N G A G E M E N T S  I N C L U D E :

• Mergers & Acquisitions (Buy & Sell Side)

• Corporate Divestitures

• Management Buyouts

• Leveraged Buyouts

• Recapitalizations

• Partial Liquidity Events

• Private Equity Capital Raises

• Public Company Capital Raises

• Debt Financings & Restructurings

• Project Finance

• Valuations

• Fairness Opinions

• Shareholder Rights Planning

• Shareholder Value Analysis

• Strategic Alternatives Reviews

• Strategic Partnerships & Joint Ventures

• Special Situations
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Process and Experience Deliver Results

We Differentiate Each 
Process With a

Customized 
Approach

• We are thoughtful advisors who 
deliver a tailored process to suit the 
needs of our clients

• We understand the strategies of the 
counterparties, enabling us to tell 
them why they should be interested 
– allowing Cascadia to drive the 
transaction and maximize results

Team Members                       
Have                   

Deep Industry 
Expertise

• With bankers across multiple 
industry verticals, we have the 
experience to offer industry 
breadth while maintaining sector 
depth

• Dedicated resource model with 
comprehensive vertical expertise 
from Managing Director to Analyst

Our Experience and 
Approach 

Drive     
Results

• We have experience, industry 
focus and a differentiated 
process that drives success

• Our transactions are built upon 
delivering the best quantitative 
and qualitative terms with the 
most desirable counterparty

$10.5+ billion in total M&A 

transactions closed in the firm’s history 

$3.5+ billion in total capital raised 

in the firm’s history
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Key Qualities Buyers/Investors Seek
Emerging companies should demonstrate that they possess several key attributes to attract investors/buyers to 
complete large capital raise transactions or strategic sales

▪ Differentiated

▪ Protected IP

▪ Low risk for 
obsolescence

▪ Platform independent

Defensible 
Technology

▪ Synergistic with buyer 
product offering

▪ Buyer channel to 
market that can scale 
each company’s 
product

Strong
Commercialization

Potential

▪ Development of 
successful prototypes

▪ Address key industry 
issues / obstacles 

Product 
Viability

▪ Tangible and focused 
market that is at the 
beginning of the 
adoption curve

▪ Significant growth 
opportunities that 
create potential value 
for buyer

Large
Addressable Market

Innovation Proof of Concept Commercial Viability

▪ Pilot programs with 
key customers

▪ Customer ability to 
articulate each 
company’s value 
proposition

Customer 
Validation
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$10.5+ Billion in M&A Transactions
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$3.5+ Billion of Capital Raised
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Cascadia’s Commitment to Technology
20 year track record of technology coverage with an evolving focus on key growth areas of the market.

Robotics, Automation & AI

Healthcare - IT, Products & Digital Health

Technology – Enterprise Software

Tech-Enabled Services

Energy & Applied Technology

Medical Devices & Robotics | Telemedicine | Wearable Devices | Precision
Medicine | Cybersecurity/HIPAA/PHI | RMC/Billing/Payment

Robotics | Mobility Technology | Manufacturing Automation | Artificial
Intelligence/ Machine Learning/ Computer Vision | Data Management &
Analytics | Virtual Reality/ Augmented Reality | Internet of Things (“IoT”)

Software Development & IT Operations Management (“DevOps”) | Retail &
Commerce Technology | Marketing Technology | Sales Enablement | Customer
Experience Management | Security | Storage Management | Legal &
Compliance Technology | HR/HCM Technology

Management Consulting & CIO Advisory | Data, Analytics & Information Services
Outsourced Software Development | Systems Implementation | IT Managed
Services | Digital Marketing & Creative Services | IT Staffing & Recruiting

Smart Grid Technology | Energy Technology | Energy Storage | Energy
Infrastructure Oil & Gas Products and Services
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Cascadia’s Broader Technology Coverage

Kevin Cable
Managing Director

Healthcare
IT, Products & Digital Health

Adam Stormoen
Managing Director

Healthcare
IT, Products & Digital Health

Novan Le
Vice President

Healthcare
IT, Products & Digital Health

Jamie Boyd
Managing Director

Energy & Applied Technology
Robotics, Automation & AI

Michael Butler
CEO and Managing Director
Robotics, Automation & AI

Hugh Campbell
Managing Director 

Tech-Enabled Services

Nicodemo Esposito
Managing Director

Tech-Enabled Services

Teague Collins
Managing Director

Tech – Enterprise Software

Matt Riendeau
Managing Director

Tech – Enterprise Software

Firdaus Pohowalla 
Managing Director

Robotics, Automation & AI

Jason Lippenberger
Vice President

Robotics, Automation & AI

Andy Kim
Vice President

Tech-Enabled Services

Yee Lee
Senior Vice President

Energy & Applied Technology
Robotics, Automation & AI

Michael Orbach
Executive Director & Senior Advisor

Robotics, Automation & AI
Technology

Mark DeSantis
Executive Director & Senior Advisor

Robotics, Automation & AI


